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Welcome to our

CONNECT 365
VIP NEWSLETTER

My name is Eve, best known as the "Connect
Strategist." I am very excited about sharing our April
2021 Business Feature and other business visionaries as
we proudly celebrate this special moment towards
“Stepping into a Greater Season Edition.” I have
decided to create a monthly newsletter, where I
promote, advertise and support business visionaries.
The newsletter is powerful and affords everyone a
great opportunity to virtually connect with business
owners from all backgrounds and ethnicities!

Becoming
Successful
Women Entrepreneurs
Apply all the skills you have learned
when working for a company.

My goal is to assist businesses recognize, create, or act
upon professional opportunities as well as, share
information and seek potential partners for various
business ventures. Therefore, it’s my mission to utilize
my best successful tips to enhance and broadened a
network for 365 days.

Follow your passion and put your heart
into it.

Know how to prioritize tasks and keep
yourself organized.

If you would like to be featured in our VIP newsletter
please visit my website
www.connect365us.com or reach out to me directly at
407-413-0868. Please follow, connect, refer and
support our featured businesses. Since we are stepping
into a better season, let’s make sure we tale care of our
homes, business, set our vacation and ensure we are
baling our wellbeing and connect with other powerful
visionaries. It’s time to take control of our business,
embrace our gifts and make things happen; therefore,
let’s continue to celebrate life and entrepreneurship. I
hope this month brings out the best of us, higher goals
and much more! I look forward to connecting with each
of you!
“Your Vision is My Mission”
Evelisse Jones
Editor in Chief

Do not be afraid to fail, or make the
jump.

Ask for help.

Keep learning, willing to invest and
become an expert.

"Never start a business just to ‘make mine’.
Start a business to make a difference." -Marie Forleo
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FEATURED BUSINESS

Tianna R. smith

Happy April Connectors!

I would like to take this opportunity to
introduce you to an amazing visionary, Tianna
R. Smith. She was born and raised in Detroit
and has resided in Georgia for 13 years and
started her first professional career at 12 years
of age inspired by her dad. Tianna is currently
the CEO and electrician of OXEM, LLC and is
the wife of a plumber and mother of one son.
Tianna focuses on residential and commercial
work and was inspired to develop a children’s
electrical curriculum, which will roll out as an
after-school program in early 2022 called the
“Kindle Nova Project”. Tianna is definitely a
powerhouse and has not allowed her gender
or overwhelming schedule to deter her from
pursuing an amazing career.
I interviewed the OXEM visionary and was very
excited to share what I learned about her
unwavering motivation …
Connect with Tianna and book her for your
next electrical work!
Q: Why did you decide to become an
Entrepreneur and what inspired you?
Initially, being an electrician was just what I
was taught from my father. Throughout the
experience,
I’ve
learned
to
love
and
appreciate this type of artistry.
Q: Tell us more about the “Kindle Nova
Project” and the mission behind it?
OXEM LLC is an electrical company and we
service
both
residential
and
commercial
clients. Kindle Nova Project is a STEM program
for youth to experience

being

an

electrician.

electrical

work

comprehensive

and

The

program

easily
exposes

makes

available,
youth

to

a

creative career path rooted in science and
math.

have an unbiased conversation about their
electrical needs. If I did answer the
phone, there were plenty of times when they
assumed that I was the secretary. I never
corrected them; I just showed up ready to

Q: How have you been able to manage your
own business while working a full-time job?
Managing my own business while working a
full-time job is quite a task. I am fortunate to
be able to complete the same type of work in
both places, so that may be an advantage for

work.
Q: What’s your favorite life approach,
quote and why?
I just really like to be honest with people
about what they really need. I like to help
people with their issues that they have and

me. The biggest thing is making sure that I do

to provide services to people in their time of

not

make

need (even if it falls outside of my scope a

appointments too far ahead. I also have very

bit). I’ve been told that I’m a good teacher

skilled

&

in explaining processes and how things work

brothers) that I employ which makes things

electrically so I think that I’ll just go with that.

overload
and

my

efficient

schedule
electricians

or

(father

easier.
Q: What’s your preferred way to Connect
Q: What are some of the challenges you

with people?

encountered yourself as an entrepreneur and

I am willing to connect with people in many

a woman electrician?

ways. Most importantly, I like to connect with

In the beginning of my career, there were

people in ways that make them

many people that were very hesitant, at best,

comfortable. We are all different individuals

about allowing a woman to complete their

in which we all require different type of

electrical projects/needs. There were some

connections to one another but I think my

who refused services once it was revealed

favorite is when food is involved.

that I was a woman. For some time, I hid
behind my father and brothers and even had
a male friend answer my phone sometime in

OXEM LLC
OXEMLLC.COM

order to
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Sheneese
Starr

Shontrese
Hudson

CHANGENFACES COSMETICS

THE REPROGRAMMING INSTITUTE

CEO

FOUNDER & CEO

HTTPS://CHANGENFACESBEAUTYBAR.SETMORE.COM

WWW.SHENEESESTARR.COM

EMAIL: SHONTRESEHENRY@GMAIL.COM

EMAIL: SHENEESESTARR@GMAIL.COM

CHANGENFACESMUA

(404)839-5143

@SHENEESESTARR

(610)802-0003

Teresa

Luisa
Silvestre

Wright
Johnson

TWJME / THE MOM BIZ BOSS
CEO OF TWJME AND FOUNDER OF MOM BIZ BOSS

LUISA WITH LUXEVO VACATIONS
CEO

TWJME.COM

AGENTS.TRAVELLEADERS.COM/LUISASILVESTRE

EMAIL: TWJMEENTERPRISES@GMAIL.COM

EMAIL: LUISA@LUXEVOVACATIONS.COM

@MOMBIZBOSS

(404)201-0038

@LUISAWITHLUXEVOVACATIONS

(330)635-4516

@TWJME

WWW.CONNECT365US.COM
IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE A FEATURED BUSINESS ON OUR VIP NEWSLETTER, PLEASE VISIT MY WEBSITE
OR REACH OUT TO ME DIRECTLY AT (407)413-0868

